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Please help me, thanks. A: It seems there were
problems with setup. Creating a new project and

copying the plugin from the original project worked.
The Boys on the Bus The Boys on the Bus is a motion
picture released in 1981. It was directed by Tim Kirk,
starring Larissa Day, Christopher Atkins, and William

Smith. Plot Six teenagers take a bus trip across
America in the summer of 1980. They are described

as "troubled". Their leader is a fifteen-year-old
named Henry (Christopher Atkins). Along the way,
the teenagers encounter people and things that

confuse and confound them. Most of the people they
meet are friendly, but they have their own set of

expectations that can surprise them. They also get
locked up in jail and rescued by a man named

Harold Stetson, who tells them stories about their
home lives. Cast Christopher Atkins as Henry / Star
Larissa Day as Nina Evelyn Messer as Margie Joel L.
Plaskett as Chuckie Harry Keough as Harold Stetson

William Smith as Gary Taryn Herbert as Kate Jay
Baldwin as The Lieutenant James Belch as John

Production Director Tim Kirk said he wanted the film
to have a "San Francisco noir" feel. Part of that
meant having the story take place on a bus. He

described the movie as "pop entertainment of an
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unusual, quirky kind. It's funny and it's quirky and
it's charming and there's a lot of fun in it." Kirk told

the San Francisco Chronicle it would be like "a
modern day black comedy about to happen on the
bus." As the film was being made, Kirk got a call

from director Charles Jarrott who was making a film
called Desert of the Burning Angels. Jarrott liked
Kirk's story and the look of the film so much he

asked Kirk if he would like to direct the film. Kirk was
reluctant to agree to work for a competitor, but he

was also interested in making a film that was
different. So Kirk said yes to Jarrott and the two

collaborated on the final script. Filming took place in
the fall of 1980. The suburban locations were

Sacramento and Los Angeles, California and the up-
and-down movement of the bus along the freeways

of the country took place in Carmel and Marin
County, California. Release The film
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